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Abstract
The advent of ultra-high-throughput sequencing technology produces an enormous amount of bio-sequence information. Also,
the current advances in the bio-industry bring forward the era of personalized medicine using individual genome information.
However, the analysis of massive number of bio-sequences requires large storage, so that analysis sometimes needs
supercomputer and novel software that can handle such volume of sequence information. For that type of analysis, several
sequence match algorithms have been devised in terms of alignment and assembly, which are fundamental for analyzing biosequences. Those algorithms regard nucleotide sequences as strings and compare characters one-by-one during analysis of
sequences. They use hash index tables, de Bruijn graph, Burrows-Wheeler transform method, and so on. In this paper, for time
and space efficient DNA searching, we propose a simple algorithm that transforms base sequence into k-mer integer array and
then we analyze the integer array transformed by unit search operator and non-unit search operator, resulting in a storage space
reduction of about 0.28 fold. Furthermore, based on the proposed algorithm, we have developed a sequence analysis program
called CalcGen assembler, and show the usefulness of the program with several experiments.
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1. Introduction
A tremendous amount of biological data has been stored these days by the advent of ultra-high-throughput
sequencing technology. On 23 November 1999, the publicly funded human genome project held a massive,
worldwide celebration to mark the completion of one billion base pairs (bp), one-third of the way to the full
sequence of the human genome. Today, sequencing one billion bp can be done within hours in any lab equipped with
scale sequencing centers1. Furthermore, modern medical science is developing personalized medicine that pursues
the diagnosis and therapy through individualized genetic data analysis. Yet only a few scientists are studying more
advanced new nucleotide sequencers. Using those genetic data spurt by next-generation sequencer, scientists can
study genetic functions and genetic regulations using new organism genetic sequences, comparative genomics,
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), copy number variation (CNV), and others.
The most important first step in understanding next-generation sequencing data is the initial alignment or
assembly that determines whether an experiment has succeeded and provides a first glimpse into the results. In those
alignment programs, there are currently MAQ, SOAP, ELAND, SHRiMP, ZOOM, BFAST, MOSAIK
(https://code.google.com/p/mosaik-aligner/)2,3, and Bowtie, BWA and SOAP2 that are based on Burrow-Wheeler
transformation4,5. In assembly programs, there are SHARCGS, VCAKE, VELVET, EULER-SR, EDENA, ABySS,
and ALLPATHS that are based on de Bruijn graph data structure6,7,8,9.
As some programs depend on next-generation sequencing machine and have limitation of memory usage,
memory errors or runtime errors occur frequently during analysis processes. Therefore, some analysis programs such
as SOAPdenovo run on the environments of supercomputer that have many nodes or need huge physical storage 10.
The development of nucleotide sequence analyzer leads to elongated length of analyzed sequence and produce bulky
amount of sequencing data. We need algorithms that use less physical memory storage and disks, and rapid speed of
analysis in the field of bioinformatics. A lot of researchers are conducting in-depth studies for the objects.
In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporally efficient DNA sequence search algorithm and analysis program that
reduces the amount of disk and memory usage of sequence analysis.
2. Spatio-temporal efficient DNA sequence searching
The proposed spatio-temporal DNA sequence search algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. First, sequence data are
transformed from string into integer arrays by k-mer unit for space efficiency and computational simplification. The
size of transformed DNA sequence data depends on user defined k-value. Second, we perform match analysis of
transformed DNA sequence data by k-mer unit match and Isearch match. In comparison process of k-mer size we use
k-mer unit match. When the size of compared DNA sequence is less than k-value, we use Isearch match.

Fig. 1. Sequence search with data type transformation (k-value is 4)
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2.1. Integer transformation of DNA sequence data
The genetic material of organisms has basic units: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T).
When genome samples are analyzed, we can get raw data that are full of one dimensional long string of A, C, G, and
T. In this paper, we transform one nucleotide data from character into 2 bit, bind these nucleotides by k-mer unit,
and transform bind unit into integer. This step is illustrated in Fig. 2( | is separator).

Fig. 2. Transformation of nucleotide sequence into integer array (k-value is 4)

The efficiency of transformation of nucleotide sequence into integer array depends on k-value and integer size
theoretically. The equation for evaluation is as follows.
(1)
In the above equation, Esave is storage efficiency, Slen is the length of nucleotide sequence, Ilen is bit number of
integer type, and k is the length of k-mer. In the case of 4-byte integer, because the size of integer is 32bit, if the
length of k-mer is more than 4, storage reduction efficiency is less than 1, and the length of k-mer has never to be
over 16. In this case, storage reduction efficiency Esave is theoretically 0.25 and we can save approximately 3GB data
of human genome into 750MB transformed data.
2.2. Computation of DNA sequence match: Unit and non-unit operators
When we transform nucleotide sequence into k-mer integer array and the data have a storage efficient data
structure, we can search rapidly nucleotide match region by group match, but we cannot search it by that method in
case that the start position of match is not equal to the start position of k-mer (see Fig. 1). In this case, we can search
nucleotide match region by non-unit operator as shown in the following equation.
(2)
In the above equation, Isearch is compared integer number, k is the length of k-mer, len is difference of the start
positions between the match and k-mer, RIn is the value of the current searching array that has match difference,
RIn+1 is the value of next array, % is mod operator, and (quotient) is function that takes only quotient value from
number. This % function of the above equation cuts the front of difference between sequence matches, and the
quotient function adds a part of next sequence that is the length of len. By these computations we can search
nucleotide matches that have different start position between k-mer and match sequence. When we reach the last
sequence that has less size of k-mer, we recognize that this match is valid if it satisfies the following equation.
(3)
In the above equation, Itarget is the last integer array of the compared sequence. That equation means that if the
last sequence has any different bases of mismatch length, that match is valid.
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2.3. CalcGen assembler
The fundamental analysis for DNA nucleotide sequence is alignment and assembly. Because assembly is more
complex and needs heavy computation, we have implemented CalcGen assembler that includes a spatio-temporally
efficient DNA sequence search algorithm we have devised.

Fig. 3. CalcGen assembler process

Fig. 3 is the diagram of CalcGen assembler process. In this diagram solid arrow denotes process flow and broken
array denotes data reference.
This program receives fasta format file of short read, size of k-mer, and minimum size of overlap, and then
conducts assembly process. First, read transformation process is to transform read sequences produced by next
generation sequencer into integer array data that have size of user-defined k-mer. Then, it creates two hash tables
and one linked list used assembly process. 3' end hash is hash table for 3' extension of contig that has keys of the
first array value of 5' k-mers and values of read ID. 5' end hash is hash table for 5' extension of contig that has keys
of the last array value of 3' k-mers and values of read ID. The linked list is used when this program reduces analyzed
read ID and selects unused read ID. This program uses another linked list for contig creation that has read IDs and
the start positions of overlaps, and the start position is 0 when the compared sequences are identical.
After creation of data structures this program selects unused read and search matches between the first integer
array of selected read and other reads using 3' end hash. If there are valid matches, this program analyzes whole
overlap of residual sequence of compared reads using the spatio-temporally efficient DNA sequence search
algorithm. If there is not valid match in hash tables, Isearch match starts with unmatched value (len) between 1 and kmer value. In this two-step search process, if there is not any valid match, extension process is terminated.
Otherwise, valid overlapped read sequence is found, and searches other matches between this overlapped sequence
and unused other read sequences to extend current contig. In this process, read ID connected contig is removed from
3' end hash, 5' end hash, and read linked list.
After the extension of 3' extension, 5' extension of contig is executed. This program searches matches between
the first selected read of 3' extension process and other unused read using 5' end hash, and tests overlap of these
sequences using unit or non-unit operator like above 3' extension processes.
Through 3' and 5' extension processes one contig is created. Then, to create another contig this program selects
another read sequence that is left in read linked list and the above assembly processes are conducted repetitively
until there is not read ID in read linked list.
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3. Experiment and result
We compare the proposed CalcGen program with ABySS, SHARCGS, Velvet, EDENA, and SSAKE that are
frequently used in the previous studies and can set up on our computing system, HP DL 160 G5 server and Ubuntu
11.04 Linux operating system. For evaluation of efficiency, we use simulated nucleotide sequence of BAC clone
size, 262,323bp, and create each 2,000,000 read sequences of sizes, 32bp, 70bp and 125bp.
We set the value of k-mer to the best efficient value that is found by searching the optimal value of k-mer as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Execution time of CalcGen assembler by the value of k-mer

According to the figure, in the case of 32-mer read sequence, it takes short execution time when the value of kmer is 12. In other cases of 70-mer and 125-mer read sequences, it takes short execution time when the value of kmer is 14.
The result of comparison between CalcGen assembler and the previous other assemblers is as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The result of execution time
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Fig. 6. The result of created contig number

Fig. 7. The result of maximum contig size and N50, N90

According to the experiments CalcGen assembler that we propose takes shorter execution time than other known
assemblers (SHARCCGS, EDENA) (see Fig. 5). But comparing between CalcGen and the two assemblers, Velvet
and SSAKE, CalcGen is a little faster or slower. In the case of 32-mer read sequence, execution time of CalcGen is
157 seconds, but those of the other assemblers, ABySS, SSAKE, EDENA, and SHARCGS are 166, 194, 235, and
490 seconds, respectively, but that of Velvet is 47 seconds. This result shows that the proposed algorithm is
temporally efficient. Assembly results are measured by the size and accuracy of their contigs and scaffolds.
Analyzing assembly results, assembly size is usually given by statistics including maximum length, average length,
combined total length, and N50. The measurement, N50 is the length of the smallest contig in the set that contains
the fewest (largest) contigs whose combined length represents at least 50% of the assembly. N90 is 90%. Observing
other results in figures 6 and 7, the proposed algorithm is better than the other known assemblers in the number of
contigs and maximum contig size. This result shows that our algorithm has better overlap search accuracy and
contig creation efficiency than the other assemblers.
To confirm the storage efficiency, we perform the experiment to transform chromosome 1 of human genome into
integer array type data. The result of this experiment is as shown in Table 1. The results show that there is the
difference between storage efficiency and theoretical efficiency. This difference comes from existing new line and
form feed characters in source fasta file. We did not transform new line or form feed character and produce
connected integer arrays.
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Table 1. Storage efficiency by integer transformation.
k-value

Source

10

12

14

16

File size

253 MB

100 MB

83 MB

71 MB

62 MB

Storage efficiency

-

0.39

0.33

0.28

0.25

Theoretical efficiency

-

0.40

0.33

0.29

0.25

4. Concluding remarks
The analysis of bulky sequencing data from next generation sequencer needs large storage, main memory space,
and it takes a lot of time. In this paper, we have attempted to overcome these problems using a new approach to
transforming fasta formed text file of nucleotide into integer array binary file by k-mer size, and invented unit and
non-unit operators that solved the k-mer unit match problem by the specific equations. Moreover, we implemented
CalcGen assembler that conducted heavy calculation of assembly process. This assembly program showed shorter
execution time and better accuracy than the known assembly programs, and reduced storage size (maximum 0.25
fold).
In this paper, CalcGen program that we implemented is a fundamental algorithm using transformed integer type
array data. In real genome analysis, there are many assembly problems such as sequencing error, repetitive
sequences (repeats), and so on. In our further studies, we will work out those problems and implement alignment
program using the proposed search algorithm.
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